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Animal Gossip - Shane Week 10/07 
 
 
Let's start the week off with the Senior Citizen Horse on our ranch. Shane (The light 
horse in color, a Palomino) is 28 years old! Yes, that is old for a horse, and he's 
grouchy if he doesn't eat on time. WAIT - I just described myself! 
  
For you youngsters know that with age comes wisdom.  Shane can open most gate 
latches and take off anything with Velcro, AND I have evidence! 
 

 

I have 4 horses all wearing fly leg 
wraps (those are mesh wraps and 
keep flies from biting their lower 
legs.)   SO, that would make 16 legs 
wearing them.  I find 4 leg wraps all 
ripped and one horse without any 
on his legs.  Guess who was the 
only horse without any of them on!   
YEP (you have to pop the "p" in Yep 
to say it correctly) it was Shane! 
 
As if that wasn't bad enough, Shane 
decides it's a good idea to play tug 
of war WITH the leg wraps! 
 
Hero, (the black horse) is the partner 
in crime.   

 

 
It would be fine if they could learn to 
play with it, and then one horse puts 
it back on the other horse.    
 
Pop Quiz:  Does the horse put it 
back on, OR do they just play until 
they tear it into pieces and ruin it? 
 
Answer:  WOW, no one got the 
wrong answer!  Yes, ruin in it. 
 
Then I threaten them that they're 
paying for the darn things!   Do 
they care?  WOW, no one got that 
answer wrong either.     
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Ranch Retirement Gossip   10/07  
 

I like walking the ranch.  But there's a big difference when the sun goes down.  I like 
sundown, BUT then the shadows start to look a tad scary.   SO, you can see below how this 
ranch changes from happy day animals to shadows for our night creatures.  Yep, time to 
take the camera and get inside the house! 

  
Okay, below is not so bad.  I can still see and 
figure out what may be sneaking around. 

BUT then it gets so dark!  We have no street 
lights in this area of the county,  It is just 
DARK once the sun goes down.    

  
And with the above picture on the right, you can see it is getting scary dark and that means that 
it's time for this old girl to get inside and let the night racoons, foxes, opposums, skunks, owls, 
and the night teams have the ranch.  Time for my night coffee with cocoa powder in it! 
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What's on TV with Don   10/07  
 
 
Well, just YEEEHAAAA Giddy UP Cowboy time on television.   Now am I watching this 
cowboy movie on the TV?   NO, I don't even know who the below people are.  This movie 
was made in 1942 and is called Deep In The Heart of Texas (that's also a song!) 
 

Why are these movies always having singing cowboys star in them!     
Below is Jimmy Wakley 

 

    Tex Ritter 

 
I need that buckboard for my ranch! 

 

Jonny McBrown 

 
NOW, for those of you saying, "WHY is this woman putting this in her weekly news?"   I 
figured why should I have all the television suffering on retirement!  You should also 
have the fun of reading captions, OR the sound blasting!  OR hearing Don talk about 
their cowboy hats having wide brims just like he likes them.   Pop Quiz:  Do I care how 
wide a cowboy hat brim is?   Answer:  You all got this answer correct - NO! 
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Simulation and Engineering 10/07 

 
You'll find simulations that I really like, and that I watch over and over.  Also, if you think 
about it, it makes this pdf a tad intellectual.  Yes, I know you're all thinking, "She's trying 
for intellectual?  She needs more coffee!" 
10/07 

 

Who doesn't love a slinky!!!   I want to buy one - Actually I think  
I will buy one!   I am not sure ranch steps will work BUT I will 
try it out and let you know.  Now, everyone that has a long flight 
of stairs go buy a slinky! 
 

09/30 

 

At times I may want to punch something, but I would NEVER do 
it holding my coffee cup!  SO, I shall call this week's coffee flavor 
Cafe-Mocha-You-Better-Duck-Bucko!  Why duck quickly you 
ask?  The retired senior citizen, named Marsha, just bought a 
boxing glove!  Maybe boxing can be a new hobby I do while 
retired?  Boxing glove foam simulation, side punch -LS-DYNA 

09/23 

 

Not only did they crash their heads, drop the football, and probably have a 
heck of a headache BUT they dropped the coffee!  How rude to ruin my 
Football To Go Cups! 
 

a proof-of-concept collision between two football players. 

09/16 

 

Where NOT to stand gossiping to your friend.   Airport 
Runway?  Ya think?  This was to good not to share!  Luckily 
they left their coffee at my shop.   I'll send it to the hospital, in 
my new Runway To Go Cups!            Crash Test Dummy 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgH-EWGXidE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nmzPfEjfRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSCvV42dg9E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=6f513-Ew0Wo

